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Copyright
All rights reserved. No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying and
recording for any purpose other than the purchaser's own use, without the written
permission of Flexible Software Ltd.
All Users:
Except as explained below, the software described in this document is licensed
for use on a single computer. The distribution CD must not be copied under any
circumstances.
Schools:
The software described in this booklet is normally licensed for use on a single
computer. However, schools may in addition purchase a licence to use the
software on a specified number of computers, or on all of the computers on one
site. Such a licence would also include use of the software by staff of the
establishment on their own home computers. Please contact Flexible Software at
the address given on the back of this booklet for further details and prices of
multiple machine and site licences.

Hardware
FlexiData (version 4.0 or later) will run on any stand-alone or networked
computer which uses Windows XP or better. The program requires the minimum
RAM recommended for that version of Windows and 8MB of available hard disk
space.

Installing FlexiData
There is a complete guide to installing FlexiData on the CD. Insert the CD and,
when the launch program starts, choose the option Guide to installing .
Alternatively, the same guide can be downloaded from our website:
www.flexible.co.uk/FDdownloads.html
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1. Getting started
When the program has started you will be asked to type in your name. Once you
have done so (and pressed the ENTER key) you will see a screen with a set of
buttons.

 Use the mouse to click on the button (which is on the right of the
front screen) Load a datafile from disk .

 If you can see the name Accident in the list of files then choose
that datafile by double clicking on it.

 If you cannot see the filename Accident, then click on the
Sample files button. If you still do not see the file, it may be in
a different folder (directory area), or may even be on a different
disk drive. See page 48 for details about using files on a different
disk drive or directory area.

Once you have loaded a datafile, another set of buttons will appear and you can
choose any of the following:

Edit the datafile

Add some extra records to the data, or make
some corrections.

Create a page of
your report

Start to create a report that contains graphs,
charts and tables based on the data.

Look at the data

See the data as a table of values which you can
then sort or query.
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2. Tables of data
This chapter assumes that you have followed the instructions on the previous
page to open the datafile called Accident. The rest of this chapter takes you
through some of the ways you can use FlexiData to look at that data as a table. It
could just as easily apply to any other datafile or to data that you have typed in
yourself.



Click on the button Look at the data .

This will create the first page of your report and put a table on that page which
contains a copy of all the data in the datafile.

Exercise. Scroll the table sideways until you can see the Breath test
field. Now scroll up or down until you find a record where the breath test
was positive. Find the name of the person who had this positive breath test.

Pages of a report
A page (short for an information page) is a way of presenting information from
your data. A set of these pages is called a report. Each page might consist of a
single table, graph, frequency table or set of statistics; it might consist of a
mixture of several tables, graphs, frequency tables, statistics. These might be
based on a single datafile or each one may come from several different files. You
can also write text onto a screen to explain what is being shown or to comment
on the results. You can also add pictures to the page.
You have already seen one page, called Page 1. Each page has its own name;
new pages are called Page 1, Page 2, etc, but you can rename a page at any time,
using the command Edit | Rename page. You can save your report (ie all
your pages) on disk. When you load a report back from disk, FlexiData will also
load the necessary datafiles.
In the following example you are going to create a new page. You can do this
using the New page button on the toolbar (or by using the Report | New
page command).
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 Move the mouse so that the arrow is pointing to the button on
the toolbar. A yellow box showing New page will appear.
Press the left button on the mouse and release it.

Toolbar
The toolbar contains shortcuts for some of the commonly used commands. For
example, if you are asked to click on the New page button on the toolbar, then
this refers to the button which has that message in the yellow box that appears a
few seconds after you point to it with the mouse.
You are now going to insert a table onto this page that only shows each person's
name and the result of their breath test.




Click on the button Insert a table .
When you see the list of fields, click on Person's name and then
click on Breath test. These two fields will be added to the list of
selected fields. Now click on OK .
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Applying a Query
The table still shows every record. If we only want to look at the people who had
a positive breath test it is necessary to apply a query. This means telling the
computer which records we want to include in this item.



Use the mouse to right click in the table, and then choose the
Query command from the menu which appears.



When you see the choosing which records are selected screen,
click on Start a new query . You will be shown a list of fields
and you should double click on Breath test (you may have to
scroll down to find that field in the list). You will then see a list of
relationships and you should double click on is. Finally you need
to choose the value that you want to match; click on
Possible values and then double click on Positive.

 Your query should read breath test is "positive" and you can
click on OK .
The table will now contain records where the breath test is positive.

Exercise. Create a new page and insert another table. The fields in the
table should be Person's name, Speed and Speed limit. Choose to apply a
query. The query should be status is "driver". Which driver exceeded the
speed limit by the largest amount?

Please note that every new table or graph starts by
using all the records in the datafile. You can then
apply whatever query you want, including being
able to copy an existing query.
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Extending the QUERY
You can make compound queries by using AND and OR to combine simple
queries. For example:
sex is "female" and age > 50
will match any records when the Sex field just contains the characters female
and the Age field contains a value greater than fifty.
If you wish to create a more complex query, you can click inside the text of the
query itself and then edit it in the normal way. For example you can create
compound queries, such as:
person's name starts with "mcd" or "macd"
that will match with any record where the Person's name starts with mcd or
macd - useful for picking up McDonald and MacDonald.
With more complex combinations of AND and OR you may find it helpful to
insert brackets to make the meaning clear:
sex is "male" and (age > 16 or status is "driver")
will match with any record where the Sex is male, and either the Age is more
than 16 or the Status is driver.

Sorting a table
You can choose to sort a table. A table can be sorted using one, two or three
fields. For example, you could choose to sort using Sex as field 1 and Speed as
field 2. The records in the table would consist of all the females sorted in order of
the speed they were travelling, followed by all the males sorted in speed order.
In the following example you are going to sort the table that you created in the
last Exercise, using Speed as field 1.



Click on the word Format and then click on the word Sort. You
will see the choosing field(s) to sort the table screen.
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Click in the box next to Sort field 1. You will see a list of fields
and you should click on Speed. Now click on Largest first so
that the higher speeds appear first. Click on OK .

You will now return to your screen and the records in the table will be in order of
speed, with the highest first.

Exercise. Create a new page and insert a table that shows the Person's
name, Sex and Age. Now sort the table using Sex as field 1 and Age as field
2. Who is the oldest woman? Who is the oldest man?

More about tables
When you are choosing the fields in a table, you can put them in any order that
you want. You do this initially by selecting the fields in your chosen order.
However, you can later change the order of the list rather than having to delete
everything and start again:
Choose the command Format | Fields for the table in the last exercise. The
following shows how to make Age the second field in the list:



Point to the word Age in the list of selected fields. Press the left
mouse button and, while holding it down, drag the word until it is
between Person's name and Sex. Let the button go and the
field Age will be left in this position.

When you see a table on screen the columns will normally be wide enough for
the largest data item in that column. You can change the width of a column if you
want. Move the mouse until the pointer is positioned on the dividing line that you
want to move. The mouse pointer changes shape to a double-headed arrow. If
you now press the left mouse button and, while holding it down, move the mouse,
the line will move. Release the mouse button to fix the position of the line.
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3. Graphs and charts
There are eleven different types of graph available:
A Bar chart will show the frequency of each value in a chosen field. This type of
chart is most useful for a field which contains a small number of possible choices.
A Bar chart using data values will use one field as a label and another
(numeric, date or time) field will determine the size of each bar. In the special
case where the label field contains repeated values the bar can depend on the
mean, the maximum, the minimum or the total of the second field.
A Histogram is only suitable for a field that contains numbers, dates or times.
The numbers will be put into groups and the chart will show the frequency of
values in each group.
A Pie chart will show the frequency of each value in a chosen field. This type of
chart is most useful for a field that contains a small number of possible choices.
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A Pie chart using data values will use one field as a label and another (numeric)
field will determine the size of each sector. In the special case where the label
field contains repeated values the size of the sector will depend on the total of the
second field.
A Scattergraph is used to see how two fields are related to each other and it is
only suitable for fields that contain numbers, dates or times. Each record will be
plotted as a cross (or another symbol of your choice) on a graph where the two
fields form the two axes.

A Line graph is used to see how two fields are related to each other. The first
field can be of any type, but the second field must contain numbers, dates or
times. Each record will be plotted on a graph where the two fields form the two
axes and a line will be drawn from each point to the next.
A Bar and line graph is a combination of a bar chart using data values and a
line graph, sharing the same horizontal axis. The first field will label the
horizontal axis; the second field will determine the length of the bars and the
third field will determine the position of the line.
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A Scattergram is used to see how two fields are related to each other. The two
fields should each contain only a small number of possible choices or numbers.
The scattergram will show a table with values from each field along each axis.
The table will contain the frequencies. If either of the fields contains numbers,
dates or times then they can be put into groups.
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A Box and whisker plot is used to show the median, quartiles and range of a
numeric, date or time field. The box part of each plot will start at the lower
quartile and end at the upper quartile, with a dividing line at the median. The
whisker part of each plot will start at the lowest data value and end at the highest
data value. If you wish, you can choose a second field which will be used to
divide the data along that axis.

A Cumulative frequency diagram will show the total frequencies for the values
so far in a chosen field. It is only suitable for a field that contains numbers, dates
or times.
The values in the chosen field
will be put into groups and
the chart will show the
running total of frequencies
up to and including the
maximum value in each
group. You can choose to
show quartiles. You can also
choose the group width and
the number of groups, etc.
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Changing a graph
All the different types of graph can be changed in a variety of ways. To change a
graph, use the mouse to point to it and then click the right hand button. A pop-up
menu of choices will appear. Alternatively, you can use the Format command
that will contain the same menu of choices.
You can:









change the order of the values or the range of values along each axis;
change the fields that are used on each axis;
swap the axes (for some graphs);
change the colours that are used in the graph;
change the fonts that are used in the labels and along the axes;
apply a query in the same way as you would to a table;
change specific settings, such as 2-d or 3-d for bar charts, pie charts
and histograms, the type of symbol used on scattergraphs and line
graphs etc;
show or hide a line of best fit and the correlation coefficient for
scattergraphs and line graphs.

Bar charts
In the following example you will create a bar chart of the different types of
transport that were involved in accidents.



Click on the New page button on the toolbar to create a new page
of your report. Now click on Insert a graph



When you see the list of graphs, double click on Bar chart. When
you see the list of fields then double click on Transport.
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You should now see a bar chart of the types of transport. The length of each bar
shows how often each method of transport appears in the datafile. This is called
the frequency of each type of transport.
If you wish, you can divide these bars using a second field. For example, the
command Format | Field | Second can be used to add the field Injury.
Each of the transport bars will then be divided into the different types of injury
for that type of transport. An example of this type of graph is at the bottom of
page 17 – in that case, the second field is the Time that the accident took place.
There is another type of bar chart where the length of each bar depends on the
value in another field. A simple example would be where the label of each bar
was the person's name while the length of the bar depended on the age of that
person. This is called a bar chart using data values.
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In the next example you will create a bar chart using data values in the special
case where the label field contains repeated values.




Click on the Insert a graph button on the toolbar.
When you see the list of graphs, double click on Bar chart using
data values. When you see the list of fields then double click on
Transport. When you see the second list of fields, double click
on Speed.

You should now see another bar chart of transport types but here the length of the
bar depends on the mean (average) speed of each type of transport.

Exercise. Choose to create another new page and then choose to insert
a bar chart using data values. The first field is to be Injury and the second
field is to be the Speed. Now choose to Insert a Pie Chart of the field Injury.
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Selecting the active item
When there are several items on a page, only one of them is the active item. This
particular item will have a yellow border instead of the normal grey border. If
you choose any of the Format commands then they will only apply to the active
item.
You will notice in the diagram above that the actual values for the mean speed
are shown on the bar chart. You can choose to show these values using the
Format | Graph settings command. However, if you choose this command
now, it will apply to the active item, which is currently the Pie chart. In the
following example we will select a different active item and then switch on the
values.



Move the mouse so that the arrow points somewhere inside the bar
chart and then click the left mouse button. The bar chart should
now have a yellow border.



Click on Format and then click on Graph settings. If
necessary, choose the Settings tab. Now click on Show values
to switch it on and then click on OK .

Exercise. Choose to create a new page and insert a scattergraph that is
the same as the one on page 10. You will need to use the
Format | Query command to apply the query status is "driver". Note that
the Age axis on page 10 starts at 0 (instead of 10) - you can change this
using the Format | Graph settings command and then choose the
Horizontal axis tab. Also, the symbol used is a filled diamond (instead of a
cross) - you can change this using the Plotting symbols tab.

Changing position
You can change the position of any of the items on a screen.
Move the mouse until the pointer is positioned inside an item. Now press the left
mouse button and, while holding it down, move the mouse. You will see the
boundary of the item move and once you release the mouse button the item itself
will move to this new position.

Changing size
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You can change the size of any of the items on a screen.
Move the mouse until the pointer is positioned on the side of an item or in the
corner of an item. You will see that the mouse pointer changes shape to a doubleheaded arrow. If you now press the left mouse button and, while holding it down,
move the mouse you will see the edge of the item move or two edges if you
started in a corner. Once you release the mouse button the item itself will become
this new size.

Exercise. Choose to create another new page and then try to create the
following screen. The chart at the top left is a histogram, using the field
Time. On the right is a bar chart of the field Transport, with a second field
Time then added. You will also have to change the Time axis to groups, with
a group width of 6 hours, using the Format | Graph settings command.
The bottom left chart is a scattergraph using the fields Time and Speed,
and a line of best fit.
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4. More about reports
Drill-down tables
When you have a graph on a page of a report, you may sometimes want to look at
the records associated with a certain part of the graph. For example there may be
an isolated point in a scattergraph or a surprising bar in a histogram. FlexiData
makes it very easy to look at the records that make up any part of a graph using a
drill-down table. To add a drill-down table, use the mouse to point to the part of
graph you are interested in, and then double click the left mouse button. A drilldown table will be added to the screen automatically.

You can use the Format menu to change this drill-down table in exactly the
same way as you change a normal table (except that you cannot apply a Query).
You can add further drill-down tables to the same graph, and they will pick up
whatever formatting has been applied to the first drill-down table on that graph.
If you change the underlying graph itself then the connecting point may disappear
– in which case the drill-down table is no longer valid, and it too will disappear.
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Frequency tables
A frequency table is really a bar chart or a histogram in words and figures. You
can insert a frequency table onto a page of a report by clicking on the
Insert a frequency table button on the toolbar. You will be asked to choose the
field, which can be any type. If it is a number, date or time field, then the values
will be grouped. You can choose to display each separate value using the
Format | Data values command, and then clicking on the Discrete button.

Statistics
You can insert a set of statistics onto a page of a report by clicking on the
Insert statistics button. You will be asked to choose the field, which must be a
number, date or time type. Normally, the statistics first shown are the mean,
count, minimum, maximum and range. You can change which statistics are
shown using the Format | Statistics command. The following statistics are
available:
mean - total of the values divided by the number of values
median - the middle value when the values are put in order
mode - the most common value
modal group - the most common group of values
count - the number of values
total - all the values added together
maximum - the largest of the values
minimum - the smallest of the values
range - the difference between the maximum and minimum
lower & upper quartiles - the values that have a quarter
of the values below and above them, respectively
inter-quartile range – upper quartile minus lower quartile
standard deviation - the square root of the variance.

Exercise. Choose to create another new page and then choose to insert
a frequency table of speed. Apply a query to only include people whose
status is driver. Change the frequency to discrete values. How many people
claim to be driving at 30mph? Now insert a set of statistics about speed.
Apply a query to only include people whose status is driver. What is the
mean speed at which people were travelling?
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Pictures
One of the types of field that you can use in a datafile is a picture field. The field
just contains the names of picture files. In order to see the actual pictures, you
need to put a table onto a page of your report, by clicking on the Insert table
button on the toolbar. Make sure you include the picture field when you are
choosing the fields for the table. Finally, use the mouse to point to the table, click
the right hand button and choose the Layout | Card command.

Card layout
When a table has been switched to card layout, it shows one record at a time.
FlexiData will set out the fields on the card automatically, but you can re-design
the card, if you wish. To do so, click on the Edit card design button on the
toolbar, or use the Format | Edit card design command.
You can now drag any field to a new position on the card, provided that it
doesn’t overlap another field. Please note that there is a minimum horizontal
and vertical spacing between fields, which can be changed using the
Format | Table settings command.
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If you right click in any field, you will be able to make the following changes:





edit the label for that field (i.e. to use something other than the name
of the field);
change the fonts used for the label and the data in that field;
change the foreground and background colours used for the label
and the data in that field;
change the settings for that field such as the label alignment, if there
is a box around the data, if the data box is the standard size for that
card, etc.

Styles
When data is shown in a table, it appears in exactly the same way as it does in the
original datafile. However, for many types of data, it is possible to change its
appearance inside a table, using the Format | Styles command. If you use the
command, you will be asked to choose the field whose style you wish to change.
A dialog will then appear, showing the options for that type of data. You will
always be able to choose the alignment of the data (left, centre, right edge). Other
styles that can be selected include:

Text

Lower case only; start text or words with upper case;
upper case only.

Numbers

Use a comma separator between thousands; the number
of decimal places or significant figures; align decimal
points.

Date

Choice of hyphen, slash or space separator; months as
numbers, 3 letters or full word; 2 or 4 digit year; leading
zero for one digit numbers.

Clock

Choice of colon, stop or space separator; 24-hour clock
or am/pm; hide zero seconds; remove seconds
completely.
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5. Creating a datafile
This chapter will take you through the process of creating your own datafile. It is
based on a simple example, but you can easily adapt it to your own data.
A datafile is essentially a table of information. The table consists of columns of
information of the same type, called fields. Each row is called a record. For
example, if you were collecting data about people in your class, the fields might
be the person's name, their hair colour, their height etc. The data about any one
person would be a record.
When you create a datafile, the first stage is to define each of the fields. The
second stage is to type in the records - that is, the actual data itself. This chapter
covers the first stage while chapter 7 covers the second.



Click on the word Data to open the Data menu and then click on
New datafile to create a new datafile.

You will be asked to give a title to the datafile. This will normally be the name of
the datafile on disk; try to avoid using a name that you have already used for a
datafile.



Type in the title of datafile and then click on OK .

You will now be asked to define the first field.

Field names
You will be asked to type in the name of each field. This is limited to 24
characters and can contain spaces and punctuation. It must not contain any of the
characters " | + - / * = \ : < > or brackets ( ).
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Types of field
There are seventeen types of field. The following are the most commonly used;
details of the other types are in chapters 8 and 13.
A Text field can contain any mixture of words and numbers. If your data doesn't
fit into one of the other types then choose this one. For example, a person's name
could be a text field.
A Multichoice field can contain any mixture of words and numbers. It is limited
to a maximum of 50 different choices. Use this type of field whenever there are
only a small number of possible answers. For example, a person's hair colour
could be a multichoice field. You can also allow more than one choice –
favourite TV programs, for example.
A Number field can only contain numbers. You must not include units or any
other letters or punctuation. For example, a person's height could be a number
field.
A Whole number field can only contain whole numbers. You must not include
units or a decimal point. For example, the number of brothers and sisters could
be a whole number field.
A Date field can only contain dates. The date will always start with a day
number, followed by a month number or name. The date will then normally have
a year number, although you can define a default year for the field. The year may
include the century, although you can define a default century for the field. For
example, a person's birthday could be a date field.
A Clock field can only contain times of day. The time will always start with the
number of hours and minutes; it can also have seconds. The time of day can
either use the 24-hour clock, or am or pm.
A Duration field can only contain an amount of time. The time is measured in
seconds, but the duration can include minutes and hours.
A Picture field can only contain the names of picture files. The files can contain
photos (JPEG), bitmaps (BMP or PNG), or clip art (WMF). You can also specify
the folder that will contain the files, although you can still choose files outside
this folder if you so wish.
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Explanations
Any explanation that you type is entirely for your own use. You can always
leave it blank if you prefer.

Validation
When you create a field, you can also specify certain rules which data in that
field must obey. For example, you can specify that a field cannot be left blank. In
the case of number, date or time fields, you can specify the smallest and largest
possible values.
When you are typing data, FlexiData can automatically check each item as soon
as you begin to move to another one. If the data is not valid, a message will be
shown and you will be forced to try to correct the value. This is called data
validation. If you prefer, you can switch data validation off using the
Edit | Validation command.
You can also choose to check all the data after it has been typed in, using the
Edit | Validate command. You will be given the choice of checking (and
correcting) the data in a single field, or in the whole datafile. Alternatively, you
can choose to count the number of validation errors in each of the fields.
The next two pages take you step by step through creating four fields, one of
each main type.

A text field
 Type in Person's name and then press ENTER.
 The type of field will already by Text.
 Click in the Allow blank box to switch it off.
 Click in the Explanation box, and then type This is the name of
the person, with the forename first followed by the
surname.



Click on OK .
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Adding the next field
After you have defined a field you will be given the choice of adding another
field or going on to type in the data. You can now add the following fields:

A multichoice field
This field is one where there are only a small number of possible values. You can
add more choices later, but you are limited to a total of 50 different values. The
order of the values may be important later so that it is worth planning them in
advance.






Choose to Add another field .



Check that the Minimum number of choices is 0 and the
Maximum number of choices is 1.




Click in the Explanation box and type in the text that you want.

Type in Hair colour and then press ENTER.
Press M for multichoice field and then press ENTER.
Type in the values that you want - for example Blonde, Black,
Brown, Ginger, Auburn, Grey, White and Bald, pressing
ENTER after each one. When you have finished the last one, just
press ENTER again.

Click on OK .

A number field
This type of field can only contain numbers.






Choose to Add another field .
Type in Height and then press ENTER.
Press N for number field and then press ENTER.
Click in the Allow blank box to switch it off.
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Click in the Minimum possible value box and type 0.
Click in the Maximum possible value box and type 300.
Click in the Units box and type cm.
Click in the Explanation box and type in the text that you want.
Click on OK .

A date field
This type of field can only contain dates – i.e. a day, a month and (possibly) a
year.






Choose to Add another field .





Click in the Last possible date box and type 31 Dec 2008.




Click in the Explanation box and type in the text that you want.

Type in Birthday and then press ENTER.
Press D for date field and then press ENTER.
Click in the Earliest possible date box and type the date 1 Jan
1990.
Click in the Default box and type 1990 for the default century.
Click in Split century so that it is selected. This means that two
digit years will be assumed to lie between 1990 and 2089.
Click on OK .

Now that you have completed the details of the fields, you can start to type in the
records.



Click on Start entering the data .
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6. Designing a form to collect data
If you are conducting a survey then it may be helpful to create a special form to
collect the data. This form would have a series of questions, boxes for each of the
answers, and perhaps comments to explain how to fill in particular items.
FlexiData 4 allows you to design your own form; in fact, the program starts by
creating a form for you, which you can then change as you wish. You can then
print enough copies of the form to collect the data. When you come to type in the
data from the survey, you can see the exact same layout on screen and type in to
the same boxes.

Creating a form
The process starts by defining all the fields in the datafile as you did in Chapter
5. It is important not to start designing the data collection form until after you
have typed in the details of all the fields that are going to be in the datafile.



When you have finished typing in the details of each field, click on
Start entering the data .



Choose the command Data | Form design.

The program will automatically create a simple form based on the fields you have
typed in. You can now change any parts of the form that you wish to improve,
such as:
Changing field names into questions
Changing box shape, size and style
Choosing fonts
Choosing colours
Moving questions around the form
Numbering questions
Adding text anywhere on the form
Adding pictures anywhere on the form
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The original form for the datafile in Chapter 5, created by FlexiData, looks like
this:

The grey dashed lines represent the available space within the printing margins.
(If the paper size or margins are not correct, then use the File | Printer setup
and File | Page setup | Form commands to change them now). The grey
boxes represent the space committed to each question. You will not be allowed to
move other questions or put text into that committed space. If you wish to hide
these grey boxes, then click on the Show/hide borders button on the toolbar (or
use the View | Show borders command).
Most of the layout, such as box sizes, box styles, multichoice styles, whether
boxes are next to or below questions, the font for questions, the font for text and
question numbering can be changed using the Edit | Settings | Form
command. If you choose this command you will be shown a set of dialog boxes
that can be used to change these values.
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 Choose the Edit | Settings | Form command.
 Click on the Fonts tab. Click on Questions font and change it
14pt Times New Roman. Click on Text font and change it to
16pt Bold Arial.
These changes will apply to all the form, except where you change the settings
for a specific question or text. The settings for a particular question can be
changed by clicking inside it using the right mouse button, or by choosing the
Edit | Settings | Field command, followed by choosing the field. The
settings for a particular text can be changed by clicking inside it using the right
mouse button, or by choosing the Edit | Settings | Text item command
followed by choosing the text.

Changing field names to questions
Where the field names appear on the form, you will probably want to edit them to
become proper questions. Switch to edit mode by clicking on the
Edit question/text button on the toolbar. You can then click anywhere inside a
question (or a text item, if you have inserted any) and edit that question or text in
the normal way.




Click on the Edit question/text button on the toolbar.



Click inside Hair colour. Edit this text until it reads What colour
is your hair?



Click inside Height. Edit this text until it reads What is your
height?



Click inside Birthday. Edit this text until it reads When were
you born?

Click inside Person’s name. Edit this text until it reads What is
your name?

Changing layout


Use the right mouse button to click inside What is your name. A
set of dialog boxes will appear.



Click on the Below the question button. Click on OK .
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Changing box size and shape


Use the right mouse button to click inside the border of When
were you born. A set of dialog boxes will appear.



Click on the Open top radio button. Click inside the division(s)
box and type in 3. Click on OK .




Click on the Drag button on the toolbar.
Move the mouse until it is pointing to the right hand edge of the
border of cm. Press down the left mouse button and use it to drag
the edge slightly to the left.

Moving questions


Click on the Drag button on the toolbar (if it is not already
selected).



Move the mouse until it is pointing inside the border of What is
your name. Press the left mouse button and use it to drag the
whole box down the screen. Stop just above where the mouse
pointer changes to a no-entry sign.



Release the mouse button, and the What is your name question
(and all the ones below it) will move down the screen.

Insert text


Click on the Insert text button on the toolbar (if it is not already
selected).



Move the mouse to point to the top left of the screen and then
click. Now type in Please answer each of the following
questions.
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Move the mouse to point to below the last question and then click.
Now type in Please sign below if you agree that this data
about you can be stored in a computer.




Use the right mouse button to click inside this text.



Click on the Drag button on the toolbar (if it is not already
selected).



Move the mouse until it is pointing to the right hand edge of the
border of the text. Press down the left mouse button and use it to
drag the edge to the left until the box is wide enough for half the
text.

Click on the Centre text on page radio button and on the Box
surround radio button. Click on OK .

Your form should now look something like this:
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7. Typing data into a datafile
When you are ready to type your data into the datafile, choose the command
Data | Edit. Now type the data you want into each field and then press
ENTER to go onto the next field. If there is not enough room for a particular
item of data, just type it in anyway and the column or box will change size after
you press ENTER. At the end of each record, when you press ENTER the
cursor will move to the start of the next record. When you have finished typing in
your data then choose the File | Save | Data command.
If the cursor lands on a multichoice field then you will see a list of possible
choices. Simply click on the choice that you want (or press the first letter of that
choice) and then press ENTER.
There are three different ways to view the data when you are editing it. The three
modes are called table, record and form. In record mode, you can only see one
record at a time. At the bottom of the screen is a set of forward and reverse
buttons that let you move between records. In table mode, you can see several
records at once, with one record per line. In form mode, the layout will be the
same as the data collection form that you have designed for this datafile (see page
27). You can swap between the three modes at any time that you are editing data
using the Record layout , Table layout and Form layout buttons on the
toolbar.

Editing your data
You can edit your data by moving the cursor to the item of data that you want to
change using either the mouse or the arrow keys. If you are using a mouse then
move the mouse until the pointer is where you want to position the text cursor,
and then click. You can delete to the left of the cursor using the backspace key
or to the right of the cursor using the DEL key. Anything you type will be added
to the data at the cursor position.
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Validation
Whenever you begin to leave an item of data that you have changed, FlexiData 4
checks to see if the data follows the rules (if any) for that field. This is called data
validation. If the data is not acceptable then you will be asked to try again. For
example, if this is a number field then values such as cat or 11cm will not be
accepted. When the field is defined you can also set up rules limiting the range of
possible values of number, date or time fields. You can also force any field to not
be left blank, so that you have to type something in it.
You can switch data validation on and off using the Edit | Validation
command.

Undo and redo
If you make a mistake when editing data, you can usually go back to the original
state by clicking on the Undo button on the toolbar. (The Edit | Undo
command has the same effect, and the shortcut key is Ctrl Z). You can keep on
using the undo command until you get back to the state you wanted. If you use
the undo command too many times, then you can click on the Redo button on
the toolbar to keep reversing the effect of the undo command.

Inserting a new record
If you want to insert an extra record part way through the records you have
already typed in, then you can do so using the Record | Insert command.
Move the cursor to any position in the first record that you want to move down to
make way for the new record. Then open the Record menu and choose the
Insert command. The records below the cursor will move down one position
and a blank record will appear. You can now type in the data that you want in this
record as normal.
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Copying records
If you want to insert an exact copy of one or more complete records, then you can
do so using the Record | Copy command and Record | Paste command.
Move the cursor to any position in the record that you want to copy, or use the
mouse to highlight several records (in table layout). Use the Record | Copy
command. Now move the cursor to the position you want to insert these records
and use the Record | Paste command. You can now edit the new record(s) if
you wish.

Deleting records
If you want to delete one or more complete records then you can do so using the
Record | Delete command.
Move the cursor to any position in the record that you want to remove, or use the
mouse to highlight several records (in table layout). Use the Record | Delete
command. You will be asked if you want to delete the record(s) and if you
choose Yes the record(s) will be removed.

Special keys
The following describes the special keys when you are editing the data in a
datafile:
F2
F3
Shift F3
F7
Tab
Shift Tab
Ctrl Home
Ctrl End

Copy this field from the record above
Find the next record that matches the search
Find the previous record that matches the search
Switch lower case to upper case and vice versa
Move one field to the right
Move one field to the left
Move to the first record in the datafile
Move to the last record in the datafile

The arrow keys behave in the normal way to move about the data.
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Foreign language characters
There is a shortcut that you can use to insert any of the following foreign
language characters into your data:
Äáàäâ ÇçÉéèëêìíïîÑñÖóòöôÜúùüûß¿¡
To insert any of these characters, begin by typing the base character - for
example e for ê, c for ç, U for Ü, s for ß, ? for ¿ etc. Then press
Ctrl F3 to apply an acute accent (á É é í ó ú)
Ctrl F4 to apply a grave accent (à è ì ò ù)
Ctrl F5 to apply an umlaut accent (Ä ä ë ï Ö ö Ü ü)
Ctrl F6 to apply a circumflex accent (â ê î ô û)
Ctrl F2 to apply any other accent ( Ç ç Ñ ñ ß ¿ ¡)
Ctrl F3 (for example) means press the Ctrl key (sometimes called the Control
key) and, while still holding it down, press the F3 key.
You can change an accent using the same keys - for example Ctrl F3 will try to
apply an acute accent to the character just in front of the cursor. If that character
already has an acute accent then it will be removed.

Finding a particular record
If you want to find a particular record you can do so using the Edit | Find
command. This is very similar to the kind of find command that is in a word
processing program. The main difference is that you also have to specify which
field you want to search.
Now type in the text or value you want to find (and press ENTER), and then
chose the field you want to search in. You can also choose the Match criteria:
Any matches any sub string – for example cat would match scattergram but not
acting.
Whole word only matches with any word(s) – for example cat would match
with tabby cat but not scattergram.
Whole field only will match exactly – for example cat will match with cat but
not tabby cat.
Equal values only applies to numeric, date or time fields – for example 36
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would match with 36.0 but not 3.6.
You can also specify Same case only which means that cat would match cat
but not Cat.

Once you have set up what you want to find, you can click on Find next. The
edit will move to the next record that matches the find. You can repeat the find
by clicking on the Find next button on the toolbar or by pressing the F3 key.
It is also possible to replace in much the same way, using the Edit | Replace
command. You will also be asked to specify the replacement text or value.

Selecting records
If you want to select which records to keep in the datafile then you can do so
using the Record | Filter command. Please note, however, that this implies
that all the records that you don't select will be permanently deleted from this
datafile.
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This is quite different from using Format | Query command to select records
for use in a table or a graph, which only applies to that particular item.
To select the records that you want to keep, open the Record menu and choose
the Filter command. The method of setting up the filter is the same as that used
to apply a query to a graph or a table - see page 6 for details. When you have
completed the filter, you will be asked if you are sure that you want to delete
some of the records. If you choose Yes then the records will be permanently
deleted.

Sorting a datafile
If you want to sort the records into a different order then you can do so using the
Record | Sort command. Please note that if you want to reverse the sort you
can do so only by choosing to undo it. Otherwise, you can only change the order
by sorting again. This is quite different from using the Format | Sort
command in a table, which only applies to that particular item.
The method of setting up the sort is the same as that used for a table - see page 7
for details.

Editing a field
If you want to change any aspect of a field then you can do so using the
Field | Edit command. For example, you can change the name of the field, the
validation values, the explanation and even the type of field. Please note that
changing the type of field can have major implications for any data you have
already typed in, so should only be done with care.
You will be shown a list of fields; choose the one that you want to edit and then
click on OK . You will see a dialog box similar to the one when you were
defining fields when you first created the datafile. You can change any of the
values in the dialog box.
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If you choose to change the type of field then the dialog box will change to
reflect this new field type, and you will need to put in suitable values.
When you have made whatever changes you want, click on OK.

Multichoice field
It is possible to change a text field into a multichoice field, provided that it
contains no more than 50 different values in the data itself. Choose the command
Field | Edit and then select the field that you want to change. Choose Type
and then choose the type Multichoice. FlexiData will scan all the data in that
field and produce a list of the possible choices. You can add more choices to the
list (up to a maximum of 50) if you so wish.

Changing the order in a multichoice list
To change the order in a multichoice list you need to choose the command
Field | Edit and then select the field that you want to change. Use the mouse to
point to any item you want to move, hold the left button down, drag the item to
the position you want and then release the mouse button. Using the keyboard,
move the highlight with the Up/down arrow keys. Then hold down the Ctrl key
and use the Up/down arrow keys to move the item to the position you want.
Repeat the procedure until the list is in the order you want and then click on
OK .

Changing entries in a multichoice field
To change any of the entries in a multichoice list you need to choose the
command Field | Edit and then select the field that you want to change. You
can now edit any of the entries in the normal way.
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When you have made all the changes you want, click on OK . At this point,
FlexiData will check any existing data items in that field against the new
multichoice values. For each item that doesn’t match one of the new values, you
will be given the choice of which new value to replace it with. Once that process
is complete, FlexiData will update the data itself as well as the multichoice
values.

Inserting a field
If you want to insert an extra field part way through the fields you have already
typed in, then you can do so using the Field | Insert command.
You will see a  new field  symbol at the bottom of the list of fields. Point to
it with the mouse and, while holding the left mouse button down, drag the new
field symbol to the position you want. You will then need to go through the same
process of defining the details of a field as you did in Chapter 5. Once that is
complete, click on OK and the new field will be inserted into the datafile with a
blank entry in each record.

Deleting a field
If you want to delete a complete field, and all the data in it, then you can do so
using the Field | Delete command.
You will be shown a list of fields; choose the one that you want to delete and
then click on OK . You will be asked if you want to delete the field and if you
choose Yes the field will be removed.

Changing the order of the fields
If you want to change the order of the fields in the datafile, then you can do so
using the Field | Re-order fields command.
You will be shown a list of fields; simply drag each field into the position that
you want it to be in the list, and then click on OK .
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8. More about fields
This chapter describes eight more types of field that can be used with FlexiData –
calculation, sequence, random, string, webpage, document, input mask and check
digit. This chapter assumes that you have already created the datafile that was
described in chapter 5 and shows how to add two extra fields.

Calculation field
A calculation field is one that is calculated entirely from numbers in other fields.
You will be asked to type in the formula for the calculation.





Open the Data menu and choose the Edit command.





Type in Height in inches and then press ENTER.



Click in the Decimal places / Significant figures box and type
1. Check that Decimal places is selected.



Click in the Explanation box and type The height of the
person in inches. and then press ENTER.

Open the Field menu and choose the Insert command.
Use the mouse to drag the  new field  symbol up the list by
one line and then click on OK .
Press C for calculation field and then press ENTER.
When asked for the calculation type height / 2.54 and then press
ENTER.

The calculation can be any mathematical formula that uses the names of other
(numeric) fields. When you are typing in a calculation you will see a list of
numeric field names as a reminder - these are the only ones which can be used in
your formula.
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For example if you have measured the weight and volume of objects and stored
them in fields called weight and volume then you can create a calculated field
called density and you would type weight/volume for the calculation.
You can use the arithmetic operators:
+
*
/
**

plus
take away
times
divide
to the power of

You can use brackets to clarify complex or ambiguous expressions.
You can use several mathematical functions, provided that you use brackets with
the function. The functions available are:
sin( )
cos( )
tan( )
log( )
exp( )
abs( )
int( )
sqrt( )

sine (measured in degrees)
cosine (measured in degrees)
tangent (measured in degrees)
natural logarithm
e to the power of this number
absolute value
truncate to a whole number
the positive square root of a value

You can refer back to values in fields in the previous record by using the p:
expression. For example, if you have a field called income then a calculated
field income - p:income would give the change in income between each record
and the last one.
If you want to refer to earlier records then use pp: for two records before, ppp:
for three records before, etc. For example, if you have a field called trade which
contains the quarterly trade values, then a calculated field trade + p:trade +
pp:trade + ppp:trade will give the total trade for the last twelve months.
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Sequence field
A sequence field contains a sequence of numbers. This can be a simple arithmetic
sequence such as 1 3 5 7 etc, or each new number in the sequence can be
calculated from previous number(s) in the sequence.




Open the Field menu and choose the Insert command.





Type Record number and then press ENTER.




When asked for the Next value type 2 and then press ENTER.

Use the mouse to drag the  new field  symbol to the top of
the list and then click on OK .
Press S for sequence field and then press ENTER.
When asked for the Starting value type 1 and then press
ENTER.
Click in the Explanation box and type The number of each
record. and then press ENTER.

The first value in the sequence will be the starting number(s) that you want. For
example, if you want the sequence 2 4 6 8 etc, then type in a starting value of 2.
The next value in the sequence can either be the next number or a formula based
on the previous value(s).
For example, if you want the sequence 2 4 6 8 etc, then type in the next value as
4.
If you want a sequence where the next value is actually calculated from the
previous value then you can give a formula which refers to p as the previous
value. For example, a sequence which starts at 1 and has a next value of p/2 will
produce the sequence 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 etc.
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If you want a sequence that depends on more than one previous value you can
refer to two values ago as pp, three values ago as ppp, etc. You will need to give
two starting values if you refer to pp, three starting values if your refer to ppp etc.
For example, if you choose starting values as 1,1 and the next value as p+pp you
will produce the fibonacci sequence 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 etc.

Exercise. Create the following graph. You will first need to create a new
datafile containing the fields Angle and Cosine, where Angle is the
sequence 0, 1, 2 etc. and Cosine is cos (Angle).

Random field
A random field contains random whole numbers. You will be asked to choose the
smallest and largest possible values for these numbers. This type of field is useful
for simulating random events, such as dice throws, or for randomly selecting
records from a large datafile.
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String field
An string field is rather like a calculation field, but it uses text rather than
numbers. The entry in each record is created by manipulating the data in other
fields using the following functions:
Left (field,n)
Left (field,string)
Right (field,n)
Right (field,string)
Middle (field,string)
Remove (field,string)
Pad (field,string,n)
Replace (field,s1,s2)
Case (field,n)

first n characters in field
first characters in field up to string
last n characters in field
last characters in field after string
characters in field between first
and last occurrence of string
characters in field after removing
string
field after padding with up to n
characters from string
field after replacing string s1
with string s2.
field changed to upper or lower case

You can also combine two strings using the + sign.

Webpage field
A webpage field can only contain a link to a web page. It will normally have to
conform to all the standard rules for a web page address (url), although you can
choose to switch some of those conditions off if you so wish. A typical data entry
might be something like this:
http://www.flexible.co.uk/FlexiDATA.html

Document field
A document field can only contain a link to a document which can accessed by
the current computer. It is essentially a pathname to a file. The filename itself
must also include an extension which is used to identify the type of file. You can
also specify the folder that will contain the files, although you can still choose
files outside this folder if you so wish.
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Input mask field
An input mask field can only contain data which has a particular pattern. For
example, this type of field would be suitable for a postcode or a vehicle
registration number. The pattern of letters and digits is called an input mask. An
input mask is made up of the following characters:
9
#
L
?
A
&
C
*
\
/

a digit (0 to 9) which must be present
a digit (0 to 9) which may be present
a letter (A to Z or a to z) which must be present
a letter (A to Z or a to z) which may be present
a letter or digit (A to Z, a to z or 0 to 9) which must be present
a letter or digit (A to Z, a to z or 0 to 9) which may be present
any character (including space) which must be present
any character (including space) which may be present
the character which follows the \ (including space) must be
present – this is called a required literal.
the character which follows the / (including space) may be
present – this is called an optional literal.

Any other character is treated as a required literal – that is, that character must be
present in the data.

Check digit field
A check digit field can only contain numbers that have a valid check digit. You
will be asked to choose the Number of digits that are expected in the field –
the minimum number is 3.
You must choose one of the following types of check digit:
Modulo 11
EAN/UCC

Used for ISBN book numbers. In this case, X is also
allowed as a check digit.
Used for supermarket bar codes.
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9. Printing
Getting ready to print
FlexiData will print data or a report using the normal Windows printing options.
Before starting to print, you may need to use the command
File | Printer setup to choose the printer that you intend to use. You may
also need to use the command File | Page setup to change margins, control
black & white and colour options, change header and footer messages, etc.
Once you are ready to print, you can use the File | Print preview command
to display on screen what you would get on the printer. You can use the
File | Print command itself to print.

Printing your report
If you want to print some (or all) of your report, open the Report menu and then
choose the page that you wish to print (or any page if you want to print the whole
report).
When you choose the File | Print command (or the File | Print preview
command) you will see another menu with the following choices:

Print | Item

Print the active item, in full. If the active item is a
table, then all the records in that table will be printed.
If the active item is a graph then it will expand to fit
the whole page.

Print | Page

Print the current page. If you want to plan the layout
in advance, use the View | Fit to paper
command.

Print | Report

Print some or all of the pages in your report.

Printing a datafile
To print the data in a datafile, begin by choosing the Data | Edit command.
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When you choose the File | Print command (or the File | Print preview
command) you will see another menu with the following choices:

Print | Field
information

Print details of each of the fields in the datafile.

Print | Data
in table layout

Print the data itself, in the form of a table with the
fields across the top and one record per line.

Print | Data
in record layout

Print the data itself, with one data item per line.
Please note that this option should be used with
care since, for example, a datafile with 20 fields
and 500 records would require 10,000 lines.

Printing a form to collect data
To print a form to collect the data, begin by choosing the Data | Form design
command. FlexiData will automatically have designed a form to collect the data.
If you wish to change the design of the form then you can do so – see page 27 for
details. When you are happy with the design of the form, choose the
File | Print command (or the File | Print preview command).

Printing datafile links
To print a details of each datafile, and the links between them, begin by choosing
the Data | Datafile links command. FlexiData will automatically have set out
the list of fields in each file and drawn the links between them. Now choose the
File | Print command (or the File | Print preview command).
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10. Storing your work
There are several commands that enable you to store your work on disk. If you
finish the program without storing your work on disk then it will be lost forever.
You can use the File | Save | Data command to store any datafiles that you
have created. You can use the File | Save | Report command to store your
pages of information.

Storing a datafile
When you have finished creating and editing a datafile, you should choose the
File | Save | Data command. You will see the filename that you have already
given to your datafile, but you can change it if you wish to do so.
The datafile will normally be saved in the current folder. You can change this if
you so wish by clicking in the Save in: box and then choosing the folder you
want to use from the drop down list. Once you have made any changes, simply
click on OK and the datafile will be saved on disk.

Storing a report
If you want to save your report then choose the File | Save | Report
command. If you originally loaded a report from disk then your report can be
saved using the same filename. Otherwise you will need to type in the filename
that you wish to use.
The report file will normally be saved in the current folder. You can change this
if you so wish by clicking in the Save in: box and then choosing the folder you
want to use from the drop down list. Once you have made any changes, simply
click on OK and your report will be saved on disk.
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11. Other datafiles
FlexiData enables you to use datafiles from other data handling programs. The
formats that are currently supported by the program are:
CSV (Comma separated values)
QUEST
GRASS
SID
To load a datafile that is in one of these formats, choose the
File | Open | Data command as normal.




Click on Files of type - you will see a list of file types.
Point to the type of file you want, and click.

If you make any changes to a datafile which is in a different format, then when
you store the new version on disk it will be saved using the normal FlexiData
format.
The only exception to this is that you can choose to store a datafile in CSV
format - simply follow the above procedure after you have chosen the
File | Save | Data command. However, the CSV format only saves the field
names and the actual data - field types, units, explanations, calculated fields etc,
will all be lost if you save in CSV format. Accordingly, it is not advisable to
store a datafile in CSV format unless you need to use the file with another
program.
Another disadvantage of the CSV format is that the file does not necessarily
contain the field names. To help overcome this problem, FlexiData will always
ask you if the file starts with the field names whenever you open a CSV file. If
not, the fields will be automatically named Field 1, Field 2, etc. Similarly, when
you choose to save a file in CSV format, you will be given the option to include
the field names – you will normally choose Yes unless the file is to be used with
a program that cannot cope with field names.
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12. Class data
One common activity in schools is for individual pupils or small groups of pupils
to each collect a small amount of data which is to be combined into a single
datafile. For example, in a survey of smoking habits, each pupil might interview
four people. The class would have agreed a common set of questions so that at
the end of the survey a single datafile could contain more than a hundred records.
The problem for the class teacher is how to arrange the creation of this single
datafile. The class may well have access to several computers, but with a
traditional data-handling program you could only ever use one computer or else
the data would be split among several separate files. FlexiData 4 provides a
simple but effective solution to the problem. Here is a brief description of the
technique:

1

The class work together to define all the fields for the data that will
be collected.

2

The teacher (perhaps using a computer which can be seen by the
whole class) types the details of the fields into FlexiData and stores
these details on disk. This is called the template file.

3

Each pupil collects his or her own data, possibly using a data
collecting form based on the template file.

4

Each pupil works at their own computer using FlexiData and the
template file and types in the data that (s)he has collected. When
(s)he has finished, these records are stored on disk. Each pupil's
file is called a section file.

5

The teacher uses the Data | Class datafile command in the
FlexiData 4 program to combine the template and each pupil's
section file into a single datafile which can then be used in the
normal way.
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Creating a template file
This process is very similar to creating a new datafile. However, you should start
by choosing the Data | Template file command. Now follow the instructions
on page 22 for typing in the details of each of the fields that you have decided to
collect.
When you have finished typing in the details of the fields you will not be allowed
to type in any data. If you wish to design and/or print a form to collect the data,
then click on Data collection form . Once you are sure that the fields are
correct then use the File | Save | Data command to save the template file.
If you wish to edit a template file after it has been saved, then choose the
File | Open | Data command, click on List files of type and choose
Template files as the type of file. If you just open the template file as a normal
datafile, it will automatically be turned into a section file.

Creating a section file
Once the template file has been checked and saved, each pupil can use FlexiData
to type in their own data. (S)he should begin by choosing the
File | Open | Data command and then choosing the template file that the
teacher has already created. The pupil should then type in his or her own records
in the normal way. Once that is complete, (s)he must store their work in a section
file by choosing the File | Save | Data command. Each pupil must be careful
to choose a unique filename - they must not use the name of the template file or
the name of any other pupil's section file.

Assembling the datafile
FlexiData 4 is used to assemble the template file and the pupils' section files into
a single datafile. Choose the Data | Class datafile command. You will be
asked to choose the template file that you wish to use.
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The next stage is to read in all of the section files. Click on Add files to add
one or more section files from the same folder (directory area). Once you have
selected the appropriate disk drive and folder, and selected each of the files that
you want to add, click on OK .
The program will check each of the files is a section file that was created from
your template file. Now repeat this process as many times as necessary with other
disk drives or folders (directory areas) in order to collect all the section files.
Alternatively, you can click on Scan to scan any folder (directory), and all the
folders below it, and add all the section files that it finds which are based on the
template file. Please note that this process cannot be interrupted and may take a
little while on a folder which has many sub-folders and files in it.
Once you have collected all of the section files, click on Save class data that
will enable you to save the complete datafile. You can then use the datafile in the
normal way.

Class data on a network
If you are using a network you will need to arrange that all pupils have access to
the template file. If the pupils are working in their own folders, then when you
use the Data | Class datafile command, it will be easier to use the Scan
option to collect the section files.

Class data on stand-alone machines
If you are using FlexiData on several stand-alone computers then you will need to
copy the template file onto each stand-alone machine. You could do this by
storing the template file onto a floppy disk and then taking this disk to each
machine in turn. At each machine, once FlexiData is running, use the
File | Open | Data command to read in the template file. Once that is done
you can then remove the floppy disk containing the template file (ready to take it
to the next machine) and insert a normal working disk ready for the pupil to save
their section file.
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13. Linked datafiles
In some situations, the structure of your data may be too complex to fit
comfortably into a single datafile. One solution is to split different types of data
into different datafiles, and to link from one file to another as required. Another
advantage of this approach is that it avoids the same data appearing more than
once, which is both time consuming to create and more prone to errors.
This method of storing data is called a relational database and most ‘real’ data in
the world is held in this way. The tools for creating and managing such datafiles
are called relational database management systems (RDBMS) and these can
allow thousands of transactions per second to be applied to databases containing
millions of records. FlexiData 4 is not a relational database management system;
however it does allow you to create, edit and use linked datafiles.

Holiday cottages
Imagine a business that rents out holiday cottages. They have several hundred
cottages; each cottage is rented to a different family for a period of one or two
weeks throughout the year. The business wants to create a datafile of bookings.
Each record will be for a customer who wants to rent a particular cottage from a
chosen date.

The data could be split into three parts:

A datafile of customers
A datafile of cottages
A datafile of bookings
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The data might look something like this:

FlexiData allows you to create a structure like this by using a special type of
field, called a link field. In this case, the Bookings datafile contains two link
fields – Customer and Cottage. These are linked to datafiles with the names
Customers and Cottages, respectively.
This is a record in the Bookings datafile:
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The customer’s name is Gemma Brogden and her postcode is SP10 4BX. In fact,
all this data about Gemma Brogden is actually in the Customers datafile. The
only thing in the Customer field of the Bookings datafile is a number that
refers to Gemma Brogden’s record in the Customers datafile. This number is
called the Primary Key. In practice, you need never see this primary key; when
you enter a value in the Customer field, you simply choose from a list of all the
records in the Customers datafile – rather like choosing a value in a multichoice
field. Once you have chosen the customer, the primary key for that record is put
in the Customer field, but you actually see some of the data from the record
itself.
If you do want to see all of the primary keys, then use the command Options |
Preferences , and you will see a switch on the Settings tab.

Editing data
 Use the command File | Open | Data and choose to load the
datafile Bookings. (You will probably have to click on the
Sample files button to find the file).

 Use the command Data | Datafile links to see a diagram like
the one at the top of the previous page.

 Use the command Data | Edit and choose to edit the datafile
Bookings.
You will notice that the datafiles Customers and Cottages were loaded
automatically when the Bookings datafile was loaded; this happens because the
Bookings datafile cannot be used without these other datafiles. However, the
reverse is not the case – you can load the Customers or Cottages datafiles
without loading any other datafile.

 If necessary, use the Form layout button on the toolbar.
 Click on the >>| button to move to the end of the datafile.
 Insert a new booking. This will be for Mr David Prescott, whose
postcode is PO22 6AL. The booking is for 2 weeks, starting on 13
August, for 6 people. The cottage is The Farm House, Hockering,
Dereham. The deposit is £250.
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If you were adding a booking for a completely new customer, then you would
need to create a new record in the Customers datafile, containing the details of
that customer, and you can do this while yu are editing the Bookings datafile.

Inserting a link field
 Use the command Field | Edit and choose to edit the field
Customer.

This dialog shows how a link field is set up. If you want to create a field that is
linked to another datafile, use the following steps:

1

If you are in the middle of creating a datafile, choose to
Add a new field . If you are editing an existing datafile, use the
command Field | Insert and drag the symbol  new field 
to where you want the field in the list.

2

Give the field a suitable name, and then choose the type to be Link
field.

3

Identify the database to which you want the field to be linked. You
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can type in the filename directly, or click on the Browse button
and then find the file in the same way as you would open a datafile,
or click on the Choose button file and select one of the datafiles
that has already been loaded into FlexiData.

4

Choose the display field(s). Each time that you click the
Add a display field button you will be able to add another
field to the end of the list. These fields are used when editing the
data to identify a record from the linked datafile. For example, in
the case of the customer, the display fields are the surname, the
forename and the postcode. It is important that the display fields
together make a unique set for any record. You can also choose
which separator character(s) are used after each display field –
typically a comma or a space. You can drag the display fields into
a different order if you wish.

Using a linked datafile
You can use all the fields in a linked datafile just like any other fields. This
includes all the fields in the linked files as well. For example, to see how the
bookings for the cottages are distributed by area:

 Use the command Report | New page and then choose
Insert a graph .

 Choose the datafile Bookings, and then choose Bar chart.
You will now see a list of all the fields in the Bookings datafile, including the
linked fields in the Customers and Cottages datafiles.

 Choose the field Area, which is linked to the Cottage field. When
the bar chart appears, the field will be shown as Cottage: Area.
Each count in the bar chart will be for a booking in that area, rather
than just a cottage.
You can use linked fields just like any other field, including in a query, or to sort
a table, etc.
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14. Mail merge
FlexiData 4 includes a complete mail merge system which can be used to
produce individualised letters or sets of address labels, for example. Before using
the mail merge facility of FlexiData you will need to load a datafile. Suppose that
you are using the holiday cottage bookings file that was described on page 54.
You might create a mail-merge letter with FlexiData which looks like this:

Dear <<Title>> <<Surname>>,
I am writing to let you know that you owe us the sum
of £<<Balance due>>, in respect of hiring the
following cottage:
<<Name>> <<Address>>
I would be grateful if you would let us have your
cheque for £<<Balance due>> as soon as possible.
Yours sincerely
Account Manager

This is called a mail merge document. It can be used to print an individual letter
for each holiday cottage booking. You will notice that some field names have
been included in the mail merge document, such as <<Title>> and
<<Surname>>. When FlexiData is asked to print a merged copy of the
document for each record, it will replace each field name with the actual data
from that field.
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Before you use the mail merge system you need to load a datafile using the
File | Open | Data command; the mail merge document will be permanently
linked to that datafile. You should then choose the Mail-merge | New
document command (or the Mail-merge | New labels command if you
want to create a set of labels).

You can now use FlexiData to create your mail merge document just like a
normal word processing program. In addition, you can add a field name by using
the Edit | Insert | Merge field command.
It is possible to switch between the mail merge document and individual merged
documents using the Show merged data button on the toolbar. You can then
move forward and backward through the merged documents.

Selecting some of the records
For some applications, you may not want to print a merged copy for every record
in the file. You can select which records to use for printing by choosing to apply
a Query. See page 6 for details on how to apply a query.
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Different notes for different folks
Sometimes you will want the text of each copy to change. To a certain extent you
can achieve this by adding an extra field containing the message you want for
each record in the datafile. However, this has two limitations:
 the length of any data item is limited.
 you may only want to use one of two possible messages, but you
would have to put a complete message in every record in the
datafile.
Another way of including different text for different copies is to use an If
command in the mail merge document itself. This is very similar to a Query, but
it actually appears in the text of the mail merge document. For example:

Dear <<Title>> <<Surname>>,
I am writing to let you know that you owe us the sum
of £<<Balance due>>, in respect of hiring the
following cottage:
<<Name>> <<Address>>
I would be grateful if you would let us have your
cheque for £<<Balance due>> as soon as
possible<<If Start date is before “1 August 2010”>>,
or we will be forced to cancel your
booking<<EndIf>>.
Yours sincerely
Account Manager
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This would only include the message
, or we will be forced to cancel your booking
if the Start date is before 1 August 2010. Note the use of the command
<<EndIf>> to indicate the end of the text which is controlled by the <<If>>
command. To create a section of text like this, start by typing in the text itself as
normal. Now use the mouse to highlight the text and then choose the
Edit | Insert | If condition command.
It is also possible to use the statement <<Else>> which would allow you to print
an alternative message if the <<If>> command is not matched for a particular
record.

Dear <<Title>> <<Surname>>,
I am writing to let you know that you owe us the sum
of £<<Balance due>>, in respect of hiring the
following cottage:
<<Name>> <<Address>>
I would be grateful if you would let us have your
cheque for £<<Balance due>> as soon as possible,
<<If Start date is before “1 August 2010”>>or we
will be forced to cancel your booking<<Else>>and in
any case within two weeks from the date of this
letter<<EndIf>>.
Yours sincerely
Account Manager

Note the positioning of spaces and punctuation - it may be tempting to include
extra spaces in your text file before or after the conditions, but if you do so they
will appear in the final letter, giving unwanted spaces between words.
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15. Technical notes
Installing FlexiData
If you are using FlexiData for the first time then you will need to install
FlexiData onto the hard disk of your computer. Switch on your microcomputer
and wait for Windows to start. Insert the master FlexiData CD into the drive. If
the install routine doesn’t start automatically, choose Start and Run, and then
type:
D:\SETUP (where D is the CD drive)
You should then follow the instructions as they appear on the screen. If you wish,
you can change the location for the program, for the working area and for the
sample files. In the case of a network, you can either install FlexiData on the
server, or on the hard drive of each station.

Saving initial values on a network
If you want to set up the initial values that FlexiData will use, such as the option
preferences and page margins, then you can do so at any time by using the
Options | Keep options command. However, on a network these values will
be set up for the individual user, not the whole network.
If you are the network manager and you want to set up the initial values for the
whole network, you can do so using the following steps:
 Log on as network manager with Administrator rights, load
FlexiData, choose whatever margins and other preferences you want
and then use the Options | Keep options command.
 Now use the Options | Manager command, choose the Keep
options tab and then use the mouse to click on
Save current option values for all users. FlexiData will then
copy the file Fdata4.ini into the program folder.
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Insert text 30
New page 4
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This booklet is a general guide to the main features of FlexiData
4. Please use the Help system in the program itself for more
detailed information.
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